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Video big data analytics
Deep learning
GRU
a b s t r a c t
Recognizing human activities has become a trend in smart surveillance that contains several challenges,
such as performing effective analyses of huge video data streams, while maintaining low computational
complexity, and performing this task in real-time. Current activity recognition techniques are using
convolutional neural network (CNN) models with computationally complex classifiers, creating hurdles
in obtaining quick responses for abnormal activities. To address these challenges in real-time surveil-
lance, this paper proposes a lightweight deep learning-assisted framework for activity recognition.
First, we detect a human in the surveillance stream using an effective CNN model, which is trained
on two surveillance datasets. The detected individual is tracked throughout the video stream via an
ultra-fast object tracker called the ‘minimum output sum of squared error’ (MOSSE). Next, for each
tracked individual, pyramidal convolutional features are extracted from two consecutive frames using
the efficient LiteFlowNet CNN. Finally, a novel deep skip connection gated recurrent unit (DS-GRU) is
trained to learn the temporal changes in the sequence of frames for activity recognition. Experiments
are conducted over five benchmark activity recognition datasets, and the results indicate the efficiency
of the proposed technique for real-time surveillance applications compared to the state-of-the-art.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In the development of smart cities, human activity recogni-
ion from visual data is one of the most challenging research
reas, especially in surveillance applications. The abnormal ac-
ivity recognition is very crucial for law enforcement agencies to
revent crime. The abnormal activities refer to the ones which
re dangerous for human life or property such as accident, ac-
ivities which damage properties, against the law, or criminal
ctivities such as fight, steeling. The techniques developed in
he initial research of activity recognition are evaluated using
ifferent datasets that contain activities performed by a single
ctor in controlled settings. However, the current research focus
as shifted towards uncontrolled, realistic video datasets that
ose greater challenges to activity recognition tasks, such as back-
round clutter, inter- and intra-class variations, occlusion, pose
hanges, camera motion, etc. [1,2]. Current research also con-
erns pedestrian detection and tracking in complex surveillance
cenarios for effective analysis. Human activity is captured in a
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sbaik@sejong.ac.kr (S.W. Baik).ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2021.107102
568-4946/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access a
nc-nd/4.0/).sequence of video frames: therefore, the recognition of human
activity relies on both visual appearance and its fusion with
motion dynamics in a sequence of frames [3]. Recently, CNNs
have achieved remarkable performance in image classification
and object detection tasks. As CNNs process a single image at
a time, they cannot be used directly to classify visual data in a
time series. Some researchers introduced 3D CNNs that can also
capture the spatio-temporal information in visual data; however,
they can only process 10 to 15 frames effectively. They cannot
efficiently recognize lengthy activities because of the exponential
increase in time complexity caused by increasing the length in
the third dimension.
The next challenging problem is modeling the temporal vari-
ations in the video; this is especially difficult if the recognition
is performed online or in real-time surveillance systems. For
instance, traditional approaches based on trajectories are highly
dependent on optical flow-based hand-crafted features [4,5]. Sim-
ilarly, some of the deep end-to-end multi-stream approaches [6,
7] use multiple 2D networks corresponding to the optical flow
and the appearance, respectively. The performance of these meth-
ods is good but extracting the optical flow features makes them
computationally expensive; therefore, they face challenges whenrticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-






































































t comes to largescale datasets and real-time surveillance sys-
ems. Later, the problem of expensive computation of the spatio-
emporal features is solved by utilizing 3D CNNs. Recently, a
ariety of 3D CNNs with different architectures have been de-
loyed for action recognition, such as the two-stream 3D Con-
Net [8], pseudo-3D CNNs [9], MiCT-Net [10], etc. These 3D
NNs have the ability to directly extract spatio-temporal features,
hich significantly improves the performance in terms of clas-
ification and time complexity. However, some of these hybrid
ethods also train sequential learning models such as RNN [11]
nd LSTM [12] to improve the classification accuracy for action
ecognition, which again results in expensive computations.
The aforementioned methods involved numerous processing
asks, because first, they extracted the spatial features using CNNs
r optical flow models, and then they fused these features to
heir LSTM for sequence learning. Generally, an LSTM contains
nput, output, forget gates, and a memory cell, which keeps the
arlier information of the sequence. Therefore, the idea of a deep
r multi-layer LSTM introduced earlier is computationally more
xpensive, because each layer of the deep LSTM has its gates
nd memory cell. These high numbers of computations make
he activity recognition system ineffective for real-time surveil-
ance applications. To tackle the problem of high computational
omplexity for activity sequence learning, this paper proposes a
eep recurrent skip connection (DS-GRU) architecture, which is a
ariant of an RNN that contains only two gates with no memory
ell. This makes the proposed technique capable of learning long-
erm sequences efficiently. The main contributions of this work
re listed below:
1. An important step for surveillance activity recognition is
to detect, localize, and track each individual throughout
the video stream. This task is not feasible with object
detectors that are trained on general categories of data. For
this purpose, we fine-tuned a lightweight CNN model for
human detection with new data and enabled it to work in
a changing surveillance environment. Next, we utilized an
ultra-fast target tracker, which can process more than 250
frames per second, to track a human in a video [13].
2. Sequential feature extraction from video data has a high
computational cost due to its high dimensionality. We in-
vestigated an efficient LiteFlowNet CNN model, which is
originally designed for optical flow detection. This model is
30 times smaller and 1.36 times faster than state-of-the-art
optical flow CNN models [14,15]. We extracted pyramidal
convolutional features in a novel way from its intermediate
layers to capture motion between consecutive frames.
3. LSTM is the most popular neural network for learning time
series data. However, due to its complex gated structure
and memory units, it takes an intolerable amount of time
to process sequential data for real-time scenarios. We pre-
sented an alternative, a DS-GRU, which is 1.4 times faster
than a deep LSTM network with similar accuracy.
4. We proposed a lightweight activity recognition model,
with a size of 48 MB, that can be easily embedded into
vision sensors for efficient surveillance. It is superior to
state-of-the-art methods, its effectiveness is verified from
experiments, and it is much smaller than the C3D model
of size 321 MB, the MiCT-Net of size 221 MB, and the
ML-LSTM of size 193 MB.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: all technical de-
ails of the proposed technique are discussed in Section 2. The ex-
erimental evaluation of the technique and a discussion of the re-
ults are given in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the key findings
f this article and recommends future research directions.2
2. Related work on activity recognition
Human activity recognition in videos got tremendous atten-
tion in the computer vision community after the advancements
in deep learning for image classification and object detection
tasks. There are comprehensive surveys on traditional and deep
learning-based human action and activity recognition methods in
the literature [16,17]. In this paper, we summarized some of the
important approaches for video sequential data learning using
deep learning since video data analytics required both spatial
and temporal features for its analysis. The mainstream methods
mostly extract frame-level deep CNN features from pretrained
models, followed by some classification or sequence learning
technique for activity recognition. In such techniques, recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) and their variant known as ‘long short-
term memory’ networks (LSTMs) are dominant due to their abil-
ity to perform sequential modeling, making them suitable for
learning long-term temporal dynamics in videos. For instance,
Li et al. [18] extracted C3D features from a fixed-length video
sequence using a sliding window approach and generated cubes
in the spatial direction for the whole video. They introduced a
part selection mechanism to select only informative cubes in the
spatial direction. The selected cubes are then fed into a multi-
layer LSTM network for sequence learning, where the SoftMax
layer yields the predictions. Gammulle et al. [19] proposed a
deep fusion framework that combined salient spatial features and
their temporal relationships using two-stream LSTM network for
action recognition.
In order to deal with non-stationary problems in video se-
quences, Sun et al. [20] introduced the Lattice-LSTM (L2STM)
n which, for each spatial location, the hidden state transitions
f the memory cell learn independently. They jointly trained
heir L2STM model with RGB and optical flow information, which
ccurately control the dynamics of the memory cell. They claim
hat their model can learn long-term motion dynamics without
ignificantly increasing the model complexity. Shugao et al. [21]
roposed a formulation for the ranking loss on the discrimi-
ative margin of the LSTM to accurately learn the recognition
odel. They extracted deep features from each frame of the
ideo sequence using VGG19 and then fed these features into
n LSTM for activity recognition. They mainly focused on the
raining loss and proposed a novel ranking loss, which is used
ogether with the classification loss to train the LSTM model.
nother approach in [22] proposed a VideoLSTM, which is an
nd-to-end sequence learning architecture. First, they extracted
-D spatial features and then fed them into a convolutional LSTM
etwork to learn spatio-temporal features for action recognition.
urthermore, they also localize the actions in the video sequence
y utilizing the motion contents in the sequence. Two recent
ethods proposed by Ullah et al. [1,23] investigated deep features
f the AlexNet CNN model, followed by a deep bi-directional
STM and convolutional features from the FlowNet2 model, fol-
owed by a multi-layer LSTM for action and activity recognition,
espectively.
Recently, Majd and Safabakhsh [12] proposed an extended
ersion of LSTM called the Correlational Convolutional LSTM
C2LSTM), which perceives motion, spatial features, and time
ependencies all in one unit. This method has the ability to
redict the starting and ending components of a whole activity.
or example, for the class eating, it can predict ‘passing spoon
efore eating’. Similarly, Kuehne et al. [24] tackled the problem
f weakly supervised learning of human actions by proposing a
ybrid RNN-HMM approach. Qi et al. [25] proposed stagNet, a
ovel attention semantic RNN for human group activity recogni-
ion, by combining the spatio-temporal attention mechanism and
emantic graph modeling. Additionally, this method can compute
ody-region attention and a global-parts features pooling strategy
or individual action recognition.








Fig. 1. The proposed activity recognition framework for surveillance applications.3. Proposed methodology
In this section, the core phases of the proposed technique
are discussed in detail. The detailed framework of the proposed
technique, which is divided into three core phases, is given in
Fig. 1. In the first phase, we detect pedestrians in the surveillance
video using the lightweight CNN model. Each individual is then
tracked using the MOSSE tracker, in order to capture its activity
sequences. In the second phase, pyramidal optical flow features
are extracted from two consecutive frames. Finally, sequential
patterns are learned using the proposed DS-GRU network for
activity recognition.
3.1. Training a human detection model
Human detection is an important step for activity recogni-
tion, and there exist several methods for this task. However,
their efficiency and effectiveness do not meet the standards of
activity recognition in surveillance applications. The pretrained
YOLOv3 [26] object detection model is very efficient, and it can
also detect humans. However, it is trained on general categories’
datasets, which contains many other objects along with humans
that are not related to surveillance data. Therefore, we have fine-
tuned the YOLOv3 object detection model on two large scale
pedestrian detection datasets of surveillance data, including the
SPID [27] and Caltech [28] datasets. The YOLOv3 model trained
for a specific object (pedestrian) is more powerful than one that
is trained on general categories data. This helps the model to
detect humans in challenging surveillance data with different
poses and scales in varying illuminations scenarios because we
have trained it on two combined datasets. We have fine-tuned
the YOLOv3 with Darknet-53 on the backend as a feature ex-
tractor for an input size of 320×320. Darknet-53 contains small
consecutive convolutional filters of 3×3 and 1×1, which help
o detect humans of different scales even for large distances.
t uses logistic regression to detect objects and their bounding
ox confidence scores. The key reason for using Darknet-53 as a
ackend model is its efficiency. Redmon et al. [26] experimentally
rove under the same processing settings that Darknet-53 is
ore efficient than ResNet-152, Darknet-19, ResNet-101, etc., as
hown in Table 1. Due to its high speed and a smaller number of3
Table 1
A comparison of various backbone models for object detectors using frame per
second (FPS), number of operations in billions (Ops Bn), number of floating
operations in billions per second (FlOpBn/s), Top-1, and Top-5 accuracies.
Model FPS Ops Bn FlOpBn/s Top-1 Top-5
ResNet-101 [29] 53 19.7 1039 77.1 93.7
ResNet-152 [29] 37 29.4 1090 77.6 93.8
Darknet-19 [30] 171 7.29 1246 74.1 91.8
Darknet-53 [31] 78 18.7 1457 77.2 93.8
floating-point operations, Darknet-53 performs better than state-
of-the-art methods. Table 1 shows the results of ResNet-152 are
similar to Darknet-53, but it is two times slower. ResNet-101 is
1.5 times slower than Darknet-53, and Darknet-53 performs bet-
ter than ResNet-101. Darknet-53 also achieves the maximum per
second estimated floating-point operations. We achieved 32.56
mean average precision (mAP) for the fine-tuned model on the
combined dataset. It takes only 22 ms to process each frame [26],
which makes it a good solution to our proposed problem of
activity recognition in real-time surveillance applications. The
reader can refer to [26] for more details about YOLOv3.
3.2. Tracking humans for sequence analysis
Activity recognition is the process of analyzing sequential
actions performed by humans in video streams. In surveillance
environments, a number of activities are performed at a time,
and each individual activity has its own significance. For this
purpose, after the detection of a pedestrian, we need to track him
in the video stream to precisely capture his motion sequences for
further analysis. Recently, Ullah et al. [1] utilized the activations
of the convolutional feature maps of a pretrained MobileNet CNN
model to extract the salient regions where humans perform an
activity. Dai et al. [32] presented a temporal context network
(TCN) for human activity localization in the video stream; their
network architecture is similar to Faster-RCNN. However, the
exploitation of the deep architecture as a pre-processing step for
activity recognition makes the method inefficient for real-time
surveillance applications. Therefore, we have utilized an ultra-
fast visual object tracker known as the MOSSE [13] tracking filter





























































Fig. 3. Procedure of features selection from the convolutional layer of the
LiteFlowNet. The feature maps dimensions are 8×10×128, and 1024 is the size
f output features vector.
or pedestrian sequence capturing. It is ultra-fast because it can
rocess more than 700 frames per second, and it is robust to
llumination changes, different scales, poses, and abrupt move-
ents. The results of tracking a pedestrian using the MOSSE filter
re shown in Fig. 2, where the pedestrian is tracked without any
nterruption caused by different poses, even when half of his body
s hidden behind the door.
.3. Pyramidal flow features extraction
Human activity is the collection of visual and motion patterns
hanging in a sequence of video frames [33]. The representation
f visual patterns in a still image has achieved state-of-the-art
ccuracy since AlexNet was introduced. However, visual contents
epresentation in continuous video frames is very challenging.
or this purpose, researchers have introduced space volume fea-
ures [34], spatio-temporal features [35], 3D CNNs [36], etc., how-
ver, they still have not achieved convincing results. Along with
isual content, motion in the video sequence is also an important
eature that can very accurately describe the performed activity.
he descriptor most commonly used to capture motion infor-
ation is optical flow; however, capturing tiny movements and
xtracting precise flow features in a sequence of frames in real-
ime is a difficult task. To deal with these challenges, we exploited
CNN-assisted optical flow model called LiteFlowNet [37]. It is a
odified version of FlowNet2 that is faster and more capable of
apturing slight motion displacements, which helps to represent
eal-world human activities in video data. Thus, we claim that the
yramidal convolutional features of LiteFlowNet can efficiently
epresent activities in video data due to the extraction of large
nd small displacements in consecutive frames.
The learned features in the intermediate layers of the CNN
odel are very powerful, and they can be utilized for tasks
ther than they are originally trained for. Generally, the early
ayers capture local descriptors, and the final layers of the CNN
odel represent the high-level semantics of visual data [38].4
Therefore, the local information of LiteFlowNet can be utilized
to capture local motion patches for activity recognition. Lite-
FlowNet is an end-to-end deep architecture that is trained using
supervised learning on the labeled optical flow of two images
to generate flow between two consecutive frames. It contains
two networks, NetC and NetE. NetC applies convolutional filters
to extract feature descriptors, while NetE uses deconvolutional
filters to construct the optical flow between the pair of im-
ages. The whole processing pipeline of LiteFlowNet is similar
to FlowNet2. First, it processes the pair of images separately to
extract the semantic features of each image using NetC, and then
the correlation layer combines the semantic representations of
both images to exhibit the change between them.
In the proposed technique, we have utilized the middle layer
(conv1_D1_L6) of the LiteFlowNet model for pyramidal feature
extraction. We argue that this layer is capable of the extrac-
tion of motion present in the pair of images because it is right
after the correlation layer, which performs multiplicative patch
comparisons between two feature maps that are taken from the
pyramidal pipeline in NetC. The feature maps of this convolu-
tional layer contain 128 channels with dimensions of 10×8. We
convolve an average pooling of 101 to each feature map and
get only 8 representative features from it. The process of the
pyramidal feature selection from the convolutional layer is pre-
sented in Fig. 3, where the extracted 128×10×8 feature maps are
convolved with a 10×1 average kernel. Each feature map outputs
8 representative features, which finally become 1024×128×8.
verage pooling is used because it has been proven in recent
tudies that it can very precisely reduce the dimensionality by
apturing the effect of all features in the kernel as their mean
alue. The size of output features for the image pair is 1024. These
eatures are fed to our trained DS-GRU at one-time step, and for
one-second video sequence we pass 15 time-steps, which give
s the prediction of the activity and its confidence score.
.4. Learning activity patterns via DS-GRU
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are an extension of the
raditional feedforward neural networks that are specifically de-
igned for sequence learning tasks. RNNs can process time series
ata by utilizing recurrent hidden states, whose activation at
ach time step in a sequence is dependent on the activation
alue of the previous time step(s) [39]. However, it has been
bserved in many studies that the standard RNN runs into the
anishing gradient problem when the sequences have long term
ependencies [22]. To tackle this issue, two dominant variants of
NNs have been introduced by researchers, i.e., LSTM [23] and
RU [40]. The LSTM contains gated recurrent units, including the
nput, forget, and output gates and a memory cell, while the GRU
onsists of the reset gate, the update gate, and an activation unit.
he structure of the LSTM is more complex and contains gates and
memory cell, resulting in more computations needed to process
sequence. On the other hand, the GRU involves only two gates,
hich make it applicable for processing real-time sequential data.
owever, many researchers have reported that the LSTM is more
ffective than the GRU [40]. In this paper, instead of employing
ully auto connected GRU layers, we proposed a DS-GRU network




















hat employs additional auxiliary connections among GRU units.
enerally, the deeper structure of LSTM or GRU models creates
he problem of the vanishing gradient, which is solved in this
ramework by introducing skip connections among GRU layers.
nitially, the famous ResNet CNN [29] model utilized skip con-
ections between convolutional layers, which we inflated to the
RU’s network to solve the degradation problem and make a pos-
ible deeper design for precise accuracy. We link the lower layer
utput to the higher layer input, and this shortcut connection has
een verified to overcome the problem of the vanishing gradient
uring training and attain expressively better performance. The
esearch in [41] visualized the internal structure of different deep
earning models and proved that the skip connection concept also
elps to keep the loss function from being chaotic, which leads to
more convex loss and makes it easy to find the local minimum.
his architecture makes our system able to achieve LSTM-level











z jt = σ (Wzxt + Uzht)
j (2)
ȟjt = tanh (Wxt + U(rt◦ht−1))
j (3)
r jt = σ (Wrxt + Urht)
j (4)
The GRU adaptively represents the sequential dependencies in
time series data. It has recurrent units like LSTM that propagate
the flow of patterns in recurrent units, but it has no isolated
memory cell for sequence capturing. The processing of the GRU
is mathematically given in Eq. (1) to Eq. (4). The hjt activation of
each jth GRU unit at time step t is calculated using the linear
interpolation of hjt−1, the hidden state at the previous time step,
and ȟjt , the activation of the current hidden state. In the proposed
case, hjt = 1024 features are extracted from two consecutive
video frames at time t. The parameter z jt is the update gate and
works as a special kernel that decides how much the activation of
each unit needs to be updated. Some steps of the GRU are similar
to the LSTM, such as the linear sum between the previous hidden
state and the current state. The parameter ȟjt is the hidden state
at the current time step that is computed as in traditional RNNs.
The parameter rt is the reset gate, and when it is close to 0, it
effectively forgets the information of the previously computed
state.
The deep hierarchical way of learning hidden patterns in
complex real-life visual data has proven itself useful in vari-
ous fields, such as image retrieval [42], object detection and
localization [43], video summarization [44,45], etc. The proposed
technique implies the strategy of stacking multiple GRUs with
skip connections concept to effectively learn long-term sequential
patterns. The hidden layer at the current time step in the GRU
takes data from the previous hidden state. Similarly, in stacked
GRUs, the input to the upper layer GRU is the data from the pre-
vious layers of GRUs. However, in our skip connections network,
the output of lower layer GRU is concatenated with the higher
layer GRU in the network. Let us suppose, O1 = GRU1 (x), where
O1 is the output of a first GRU layer, then O2 = GRU2(O1), O3 =
RU3(O2), O4 = GRU4(O1 + O3), and O5 = GRU5(O2 + O4).
3.5. Hyperparameter tuning
We stacked five GRU layers that have two skip connections, as
shown in Fig. 1. This network is more efficient than the recently
proposed directly auto connected multi-layer LSTM [1]. To train
the DS-GRU, first, 15350 dimensional pyramidal features are ex-
tracted from a video clip of one second. Next, 1024 features of
5
Table 2
The overall accuracy and performance achieved using of the proposed DS-GRU











5 GRU Layers 256 2.5 0.205 95.5
5 GRU Layers 512 8.5 0.531 96.3
7 GRU Layers 256 3.3 0.421 96.0
7 GRU Layers 512 11.8 0.958 96.3
two consecutive frames are input to the DS-GRU at a particular
time step. The selections of the number of layers and the trainable
parameters are very important in any neural network model [46].
We conducted various experiments and finally selected 5 layers
and 256 hidden states in each GRU. From our experiments, we
concluded that adding more layers and trainable parameters in-
creases the inference model size; however, its performance is the
same as it is with 5 layers. The ablation study of layers and pa-
rameters selection is given in Table 2. For instance, we mentioned
that each GRU of the network consists of 256 hidden states. We
also tested the network with 512 and 1024 hidden states, but the
results are same as for 256 hidden states. The proposed model
is trained for 200 epochs to learn sequential patterns, where
stochastic optimization is used for cost minimization, dropout is
set to 0.5 to avoid the overfitting problem, and the initial learning
rate is 0.01, which is decreased by a factor of 10 after 50 epochs.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the performance of the DS-GRU and multi-
layer LSTM on the YouTube Actions dataset. The validation loss
can be observed from Fig. 4(b), which indicates that the proposed
DS-GRU can learn complex hidden sequential patterns effectively
without falling into the overfitting problem.
4. Experimental results and discussion
In this section, our proposed activity recognition technique
is evaluated in experiments over various benchmark datasets.
The metrics used for evaluation are the overall accuracy, class-
wise accuracy, confusion matrix, receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC), area under the curve (AUC) values, training model
size, and time complexity. For these metrics, our technique is
extensively compared with existing approaches for activity recog-
nition. The experimental environment consists of Python 2.7 in-
stalled on Ubuntu-16.04, a setup with a CoreTMi5-6600 processor
with 16 GB RAM and supplied with the support of a dedicated 12
GB GeForce-Titan-X GPU. The ‘Caffe’ and ‘Tensorflow’ deep learn-
ing toolboxes are utilized for pyramidal flow feature extraction
and implementation of the DS-GRU, respectively.
4.1. Benchmark datasets used in our experiments
The experiments have been conducted using the most chal-
lenging datasets, including HMDB51 [58], UCF-101 [59], UCF-
50 [60], Hollywood2 Actions [61], and YouTube Actions [62]. Each
dataset comprises multiple videos having different durations,
where the HMDB51 dataset [58] consists of 51 distinct activity
categories and is a collection of a total of 6474 video clips from
1697 unique sources. In the HMDB51 dataset, each clip in every
activity category is annotated with a label and meta-label to
describe the clip’s properties, which can include camera motion,
viewpoint, and number of involved people in the actions. The
UCF-101 [59] is an extension of UCF-50 [60], which contains 50
activity classes, including basketball, clean and jerk, drumming,
skydiving, and so on. UCF-101 is a large-scale dataset consist-
ing of 101 activity categories and 13320 videos in total. This
dataset provides a diverse array of activities, with the presence
A. Ullah, K. Muhammad, W. Ding et al. Applied Soft Computing Journal 103 (2021) 107102Fig. 4. Sequential patterns learning of the proposed DS-GRU and multi-layer LSTM for 200 training epochs: (a) Validation accuracy and (b) Validation loss. Our
proposed DS-GRU has achieved LSTM-level performance on the YouTube Actions dataset, while being 1.4 times faster than the multi-layer LSTM network.of different camera motion variations, object scale variations,
and cluttered backgrounds. According to the original paper [59],
this dataset is divided into five categories: sports, playing musi-
cal instruments, human-to-human interaction, human-to-object
interaction, and body motion only. Besides these datasets, we
included Hollywood2 [61] and YouTube Actions [62], consisting of
16 and 11 classes, respectively. The Hollywood dataset consists of
937 clips having 787720 frames, which contain sequences taken
from 69 Hollywood movies. The YouTube Actions dataset consists
of 1160 videos, including such activities as diving, tennis, football,
golf, and horse riding. This dataset is created with 25 different
subjects, where each subject has provided more than four clips.
In these datasets, the large variations are due to camera motion,
pose appearance, and illumination conditions, which made these
datasets more inspiring and challenging.6
4.2. Assessment with the state-of-the-art techniques
The proposed technique is compared with deep LSTM and
non-LSTM-based techniques, as demonstrated in Table 3. The
overall accuracies are given in Table 3, where the highest accuracy
is represented in bold and the runner-up is underlined. Our tech-
nique has the highest accuracy on three datasets and achieved
the runner-up position on two datasets. The video LSTM [22] has
the uppermost accuracy of 73.3% and the proposed technique
achieved the second highest accuracy of 72.34% on the HMDB51
dataset. On this dataset, the bi-directional LSTM [18], relational
LSTM [49], temporal optical flow with multi-layer LSTM [1], 3D
CNNs, and hierarchical LSTM [51] achieved 70.4%, 71.4%, 72.21%,
and 71.9% accuracies, respectively. The other methods have ac-
curacies less than 70%. On the UCF-101 dataset, the relational





omparison of our proposed DS-GRU with LSTM and non-LSTM based activity recognition methods for five benchmarked datasets. The highest accuracy is represented
n bold and the runner-up is underlined. The bold and italic text represent first and second highest accuracy, respectively.




ARCH [47] 58.2 85.3 – 63.1 –
Lattice-LSTM [48] 66.2 93.6 – – –
Bi-directional LSTM [18] 70.4 94.2 – – –
Video LSTM[22] 73.3 92.2 – – –
Deep bi-directional LSTM
[23]
– 91.2 – – 92.84
Relational LSTM [49] 71.4 94.8 – – –
TS-LSTM and
temporal-inception [50]








71.9 94.8 – – –
Two-stream attention
LSTM [52]
– – – – 96.9
Non-LSTM based
Methods
Improved trajectory [4] 57.2 – 91.2 64.3 –
Multi-skip feature
stacking (MSFS) [53]
– – – 68.0 –
Single stream CNN [54] – – – – 93.1
Improved dense
trajectories [55]
61.1 87.9 92.3 – –
Hierarchical clustering
multi-task [56]
51.4 76.3 93.2 – 89.7
Fusion of handcrafted
and CNN [57]
– – – – 100
Proposed DS-GRU 72.3 95.5 95.2 71.3 97.17Table 4
Evaluation of the proposed technique using precision, recall, and F1-score.
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%)
UCF-101 86.398 83.542 82.120
UCF-50 91.294 89.647 88.637
HMDB51 64.982 61.952 60.734
Hollywood2 68.219 66.846 65.797
YouTube Actions 92.637 91.541 91.436
LSTM [49], 3D CNNs, and bi-directional hierarchical LSTM [51]
achieved 94.8% accuracies, and the proposed technique achieved
95.5% accuracy, reaching the top position in Table 3. On the UCF-
101 dataset, most of the methods achieved an overall accuracy
of approximately 90%. The proposed technique has improved the
highest accuracy on the UCF-50 dataset from 94.9% to 95.21%.
The improved [4], hierarchical clustering multi-task [56], and
improved dense trajectories [55] reached 91.2%, 93.2%, and 92.3%
accuracies, respectively. The Hollywood2 dataset contains chal-
lenging movie data on which our proposed technique improved
the highest accuracy from 69.5% to 71.35%. However, ARCH [47],
improved trajectory [4], and MSFS [53] achieved accuracies of
63.1%, 64.3%, and 68.0%, respectively. YouTube Actions is a small
dataset of 11 categories, and our proposed technique achieved
the highest accuracy of 96.17% on this dataset. The recent fu-
sion of handcrafted and CNN [57] based methods claimed 100%
accuracy on this dataset; however, their method performs well
on datasets with fewer categories and is not applicable for large-
scale datasets. The accuracies of other methods on this dataset are
also greater than 90%. The proposed technique has improved the
overall achievable accuracy on this dataset and achieved effective
results by using lower computational complexity.7
The competence of our technique is also assessed using the
ROC curve and AUC values, which are visualized in Fig. 6. The
ROC calculates the contrast between the true positive rate (TPR)
and the false positive rate (FPR) at different threshold values
for classification decisions. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the
proposed technique achieved the best ROC curves and AUC values
out of all of the datasets. For instance, for the HDMDB51 dataset,
it achieved 0.956 AUC, and for the UCF-101, UCF-50, Hollywood2
Actions, and YouTube Actions datasets, it achieved AUC values of
0.971, 0.966, 0.944, and 0.988, respectively.
4.3. Class-wise performance, precision, recall, and F1-scores
Our proposed technique is assessed using five accuracy eval-
uation metrics. The confusion matrices for the test sets of five
state-of-the-art datasets are shown in Fig. 5. To assess the positive
prediction value and sensitivity of our technique, we have calcu-
lated the precision, recall, and F1-measure scores for each dataset,
which are given in Table 4. The proposed technique has achieved
balanced precision and recall scores for all datasets, indicating
less number of true negatives and false negatives. Our tech-
nique has achieved F1-scores of 82.12%, 88.63%, 60.73%, 65.79%,
and 91.43% for the UCF-101, UCF-50, HMDB51, Hollywood2, and
YouTube Actions datasets, respectively, showing the effectiveness
of the proposed technique compared to state-of-the-art tech-
niques. The class-wise performance for each dataset is visualized
in Fig. 7. For each dataset, the horizontal axis represents cate-
gories, and the vertical axis shows percentage accuracies. It can
be seen from the graphs that our technique performs well in all
categories. On challenging datasets, such as HMDB51 and Holly-
wood2, the proposed technique achieved score of less than 50%
for some categories; however, for UCF-101, UCF-50 and YouTube
Actions, we achieved more than 80% average class accuracy.
A. Ullah, K. Muhammad, W. Ding et al. Applied Soft Computing Journal 103 (2021) 107102Fig. 5. Confusion matrices achieved using the proposed DS-GRU for the test sets of five benchmark datasets, including (a) HMDB51, (b) UCF-101, (c) UCF-50, (d)
Hollywood2, and (e) YouTube Actions.4.4. Network parameters and computational complexity analysis
The running time analysis and the model size of our proposed
technique are examined in this section. The time complexity
analysis and comparison are visualized in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (a) shows
the time required for all subsequent tasks for the processing of
one video sequence, while Fig. 8(b) shows the comparison of
our method with state-of-the-art activity recognition methods.
Human detection takes 85 ms, tracking the detected person for
one second using MOSSE algorithm takes 103 ms, feature extrac-
tion takes 630 ms, and activity classification requires 205 ms.
The experiments are performed only on a GPU setup because the8
model we utilized has no CPU implementation version since it
has some special convolutional layers. The ML-LSTM [1], which
utilized FlowNet2 features, takes 1.068 s to process a 1-second
video on a GPU, and it takes 5.4 s on a CPU. The deep autoencoder
with QSVM [63] needs 1.31 s to process 30 frames on a GPU
and 13 s on a CPU. The proposed technique is more efficient and
can process 30 FPS video data in 0.83 s. A comparison of model
sizes is given in Table 5. The well-known C3D model has a large
size of 321 MB due to its usage of large 3D filters. The MiCT-Net
utilized 3D and 2D filters combined to reduce the model size to
221 MB. The proposed technique has fewer parameters and small
size because we utilized a GRU, which does not have a memory












Fig. 6. ROC curve and AUC values achieved using the proposed DS-GRU for the test sets of five benchmark datasets, including (a) HMDB51, (b) UCF-101, (c) UCF-50,
d) Hollywood2, and (e) YouTube Actions.ell like the LSTM. This makes it suitable for implementation in
eal-time surveillance for effective activity recognition.
.5. Tracking results and discussion
Tracking is an important part of the proposed framework
ecause a real-time correctly tracked area results in precise activ-
ty recognition results. For this purpose, we investigated various
racking techniques and utilized the MOSSE tracker for activ-
ty recognition due to its fast and accurate results. Visual re-
ults comparisons of various tracking algorithms are given in
ig. 9, along with their processing rates in FPS. The state-ot-the-
rt methods including TLD [65], Boosting [66], CSRT [67], and9
KCF [68] drift in fast motion and challenging scenarios. Addition-
ally, their processing rates are very slow. On the other hand, it can
be seen from Fig. 9 that MOSSE has achieved better results with a
very high FPS, which helps in real-time activity recognition. It is
true that the MOSSE tracker is prone to drifting. However, most
of the drifting and failures occur when the tracking target under-
goes a large out-of-plane rotation. This problem primarily occurs
when Naïve filtering is used in MOSSE [69], and in the proposed
framework a Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio filtering (MOSSE PSR) instead
of Naïve filters. MOSSE PSR filtering measures the strength of
a correlation peak, which can be used to detect occlusions or
tracking failure, to stop the online update and to reacquire the
track if the object reappears with a similar appearance.
A. Ullah, K. Muhammad, W. Ding et al. Applied Soft Computing Journal 103 (2021) 107102Fig. 7. Class-wise performance of our technique for the test sets of five benchmarked datasets, including (a) HMDB51, (b) UCF-101, (c) UCF-50, (d) Hollywood2, and
(e) YouTube Actions.Fig. 8. Time complexity analysis of the proposed technique: (a) Time required for all subsequent tasks for one video sequence analysis and (b) Comparison with
other state-of-the-art methods for only the activity recognition step.Table 5
A comparison of the proposed technique with other deep learning-based techniques based on the number of weighted
layers, parameters, and trained model size.






C3D [64] 11 ∼ 321
MiCT-Net [10] ∼ ∼ 221
FlowNet2 + ML-LSTM [1] 115 + 4 = 119 162.49 + 2.36 = 164.85 163 + 30 = 193
LiteFlowNet + DS-GRU 99 + 4 = 103 5.37 + 2.55 = 7. 29 28 + 22 = 48Table 6
Performance of state-of-the-art deep learning-based tracking models.
Year Method Backend CNN model FPS Model layers
2018 MOTDT [70] R-FCN 20.6 10
2018 COMOT [71] Part-based deep network 5.16 15
2019 GM-PHD-DAL [72] ResNet50 3.5 50
2020 OneShotDA [73] Feature embedding network and
conditional embedding network
3.5 13
2020 Siam R-CNN [74] Faster R-CNN 15.2 15
2020 HMB_DAF [75] CNN with Residual Blocks 37.6 1510
































Fig. 9. Visual comparison of the results achieved using various tracking algorithms.Furthermore, it is useful when tracking a very small area
nside a sequence of frames. However, we are tracking the con-
ents of a full pedestrian body, which is large enough to stop
rifting in tracking. On the other hand, there exist several deep
earning-based trackers that have outperformed traditional track-
rs. However, implementation of these deep trackers requires
edicated GPU usage [76]. Moreover, using a GPU, the com-
etence and performance of deep trackers are very good, but
xecuting these trackers on a CPU reduces the 30 FPS perfor-
ance to a very low frame rate [77]. On the other hand, in the
roposed framework, two deep learning models (LiteFlowNet for
eatures extraction and a DS-GRU) are already used, which are the
ctual tasks for the framework, while the tracking is only used
s a preprocessing step to analyze the actual area of the human
ctivity. The MOSSE tracker has adequate performance on a CPU,
herefore, we used it in the proposed framework. It should be
ept in mind that the tracking is performed using a CPU, and the
ctivity recognition task is performed on a GPU. Table 6 shows the
erformance of deep learning-based tracking algorithms, where
he frames per second (FPS) column clearly states that if we use
ny of these models, it requires dedicated GPU and can track
bjects in less than 30 frames in one second. However, alongside
racking, two other tasks are also being executed over the GPU.
imilarly, these trackers are using very deep CNN models with
uge number of layers. Therefore, with GPU having only 12 GB
f memory, we cannot load three deep learning models together.
herefore, we have used MOSSE tracking algorithm over the CPU
nd the rest of two tasks over the GPU.
. Conclusions and future work
Human activity recognition has been a hot area of research
n the last two decades, and several low-level and high-level
eatures-based techniques integrated with different classifiers are
roposed. Mainstream state-of-the-art techniques proposed for11activity recognition are based on heavyweight CNN models that
aim to get better accuracy. It is hard to maintain a good trade-off
between accuracy and efficiency in activity recognition systems
reported in the literature, due to the processing of high di-
mensional video data. Precise activity classification models are
computationally complex, making quick responsive actions in-
flexible if there are abnormal activities. To target these challenges
efficiently and accurately, we proposed a real-time technique for
activity recognition. It comprises several steps, including human
detection, tracking, learned features extraction, and the use of a
DS-GRU for activity classification. Human detection is a vital step
in activity recognition, therefore, we utilized a lightweight CNN
model to detect humans. Pyramidal convolutional features from
each tracked pedestrian are extracted using a fast LiteFlowNet
CNN model for two consecutive frames. Finally, the activity is
classified using a DS-GRU that is trained to learn the temporal
changes in a sequence of frames. Extensive experiments over
different activity recognition datasets confirm the effectiveness
of the approach, and the time complexity analysis proves the
efficiency of our proposed framework.
Currently, our proposed framework has some drawbacks that
we wish to target in future research. In this paper, we aimed
at single-view activity recognition that cannot provide full 360-
degree coverage of an activity. In future research, we will analyze
multi-view data for signal and group activity recognition [78,79]
using the collaboration of multiple sensors. Furthermore, as the
current system run efficiently using the GPU, we will trans-
form our framework to embedded platforms to perform activity
recognition over the edge. The current methodology can be op-
timized for resource constrained devises such as nano-Jetson,
google board, and R-Pi. The final thing we want to discuss is
possible ethical concerns related to the proposed method and its
positive and negative impact on society, which is very impor-
tant for any artificial intelligence framework [80]. The proposed
method can help law enforcement agencies to recognize abnor-
mal activities in surveillance such as accidents, activities that




















amage property or are against the law [81], criminal activities
uch as fights, stealing, etc. However, it may generate false alarms
ecause the current version is trained on publicly available data
f different activities, and it will be hard to directly implement
t in surveillance settings. This will require proper activities data
ollected from many surveillance settings and fine-tuning of the
ethod we proposed for actual implementation.
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